Abstract. In this note we prove that there exist at least two examples of three commuting, unital, completely positive maps that have no dilation on a type I factor, and no minimal dilation on any von Neumann algebra.
1. Introduction 1.1. Definitions and statement of the main result. Let A ⊆ B(H) be a von Neumann algebra. Let S be a a commutative semigroup with unit 0. A CPsemigroup (over S) on A is a family T = {T s } s∈S such that
(1) For all s ∈ S, T s is a normal, contractive completely positive map (henceforth: CP map). (2) T 0 = id A . (3) For all s, t ∈ S, T s • T t = T s+t . A CP-semigroup T is called a Markov semigroup (or a CP 0 -semigroup) if T s is unital (i.e., T s (I H ) = I H ) for every s. Every k-tuple of commuting CP maps gives rise naturally to a CP-semigroup over N k , and vice-versa. If every element of T is a * -endomorphism, then T is said to be an E-semigroup. An E-semigroup in which every element is unital is called an E 0 -semigroup. Definition 1.1. Let T = {T s } s∈S be a CP-semigroup on A. A dilation for T is a quadruple (p, K, B, θ), where K is a Hilbert space, B ⊆ B(K) is a von Neumann algebra, p ∈ B is the orthogonal projection K → H, A is contained in B as a corner A = pBp, and θ = {θ s } s∈S is an E-semigroup on B such that for all s ∈ S, (1.1)
T s (a) = pθ s (a)p , for all a ∈ A. Definition 1.2. Let T = {T s } s∈S be a CP-semigroup on A. A strong dilation for T is a dilation (p, K, B, θ) for T such that for all s ∈ S, whence (p, K, B, θ) is a strong dilation. In general (1.2) is stronger than (1.1), hence the terminology. Some authors refer to a strong dilation as an E-dilation.
This notion of dilation has received much attention in the last two decades. It has been proved that a strong dilation exists for single CP maps and for one-parameter CP-semigroups [2, 11, 6, 9, 1] , for a pair of commuting CP maps [3, 16] and for some two-parameter CP-semigroups [12, 13] . The result that a dilation exists for one-parameter semigroups is originally due to Bhat [4] .
In [14, Section 5.3] examples were given of three-tuples of commuting CP maps that have no (minimal) strong dilation. That raised the problem of finding sufficient conditions for a commuting k-tuple of CP maps to have a strong dilation. There were good reasons (which will be discussed below) to conjecture that every commuting k-tuple of unital CP maps has a (strong) dilation 1 . In this paper we show that this conjecture fails to a very large extent.
To state our result precisely we need one more definition, due to Arveson (see Lemma 2.3 below for an equivalent definition). Definition 1.4. In the notation of Definition 1.1, (p, K, B, θ) is said to be minimal if the W * -algebra generated by ∪ s∈S θ s (A) is equal to B, and if the central carrier of p in B (the minimal projection q ∈ B ∩ B ′ such that qp = p) is equal to 1 B .
We warn the reader that there are other natural definitions of minimal dilation that could be used, see for example [1, Sections 8.3 and 8.9] or [5] . In the oneparameter unit-preserving case, the above definition is equivalent to some of the other natural definitions.
The main result of this note is the following: Theorem 1.5. There exists a Hilbert space H and three commuting unital CP maps on B(H) that have no minimal dilation, and no dilation whatsoever (minimal or not) acting on a type I factor. One can take dim H = 6.
Why is our main result interesting?
The reader who is familiar with the theory of isometric dilations of contractions on a Hilbert space [7] , and with Parrot's example of three commuting contractions that have no isometric dilation [10] , might think that Theorem 1.5 is obvious, or at least that it should have been expected. Let us explain the element of surprise in our result. The reader should be aware that the following paragraphs are of a heuristic nature. The prototypical example of a normal, completely positive map T on B(H) is of the form
where t is a contraction. Some properties of t are reflected faithfully by T : T is a * -endomorphism if and only if t is an isometry; T is unital if and only if t is a coisometry; T = t 2 , so in particular T is contractive if and only if t is. Also, if {t s } s∈S is a semigroup of contractions, then T s (•) = t s • t * s is a CPsemigroup. In particular, if t 1 , . . . , t k is a commuting k-tuple of contractions then the corresponding T 1 , . . . , T k are a commuting k-tuple of CP maps.
Let t = {t s } s∈S be a semigroup of contractions on H. Recall that a minimal isometric dilation for t is a semigroup of isometries v = {v s } s∈S on a Hilbert space
The first named author has previously announced -wrongly -that this is true.
and
It follows that v * s H ⊆ H , s ∈ S. One can check that if t = {t s } s∈S is a semigroup of contractions on H and T s (•) = t s • t * s is the corresponding CP-semigroup, then a minimal dilation v = {v s } s∈S (acting on K) gives rise to a strong dilation θ for T by
There is also some kind of a converse -see Section 5 in [14] .
The development of the dilation theory of CP-semigroups followed the line of development of the well known (see [7] ) dilation theory of contractions. Every oneparameter semigroup of contractions (continuous or discrete) has an isometric dilation -and every one-parameter CP-semigroup has a strong dilation [2, 11, 6, 9, 1] . Every pair of commuting contractions has an isometric dilation -and every pair of commuting CP maps has a strong dilation [3, 16] . There are some partial results regarding strong dilations for two-parameter CP-semigroups [12, 13] , corresponding to the existence of isometric dilations for two-parameter semigroups of contractions [15] . There exist three-tuples of commuting contractions that have no isometric dilations -and it was shown that there exist three-tuples of commuting CP maps with no strong dilation [14] . One gets the impression that the theories are synchronized. It might be hoped that (1.3) could serve as a guide for translating dilation theorems for contractive semigroups to dilation theorems for CP-semigroups.
However, there do exist simple sufficient conditions that ensure that a k-tuple of commuting contractions has an isometric dilation. For example, In (1.3) coisometric operators correspond to unital maps. This is the reason, taking into account all that the two dilation theories have in common, that it was natural to conjecture that every k-tuple of commuting unital CP maps has a (strong) dilation. However, our main result is that there exist a three-tuple of commuting unital CP maps with no dilation, and this shows that the dilation theory of CP-semigroups has some subtleties which do not occur in the classical theory.
One might think that the additional subtleties in the dilation theory of CPsemigroups follows simply from the fact that a general CP map on B(H) has a form
But it is not this multiplicity alone that accounts for the complications. Indeed, let R, S, T be three unital CP maps given by
for all a ∈ B(H), where r 1 , r 2 , . . ., s 1 , s 2 , . . . and t 1 , t 2 , . . . are sequences of operators in B(H) satisfying
Equation (1.4) is equivalent to R, S and T being unital maps. Assume that for all i, j, (1.5) r i s j = s j r i , s i t j = t j s i and t i r j = r j t i .
This implies R, S and T commute. One can show, using the methods of [14] (especially [14, Corollary 5.10]), that R, S and T can be dilated to a three-tuple of commuting, unital * -endomorphisms on some B(K). This illustrates that the complications in the dilation theory of CP maps do not follow merely from the multiplicity that CP maps might have. The complications arise from the fact that, in general, the relations between the operators r 1 , r 2 , . . ., s 1 , s 2 , . . . and t 1 , t 2 , . . . giving rise to three commuting CP maps is by far more complicated than (1.5).
Proof of Theorem 1.5
The strategy of the proof of Theorem 1.5 is roughly as follows. We know from [14, Section 5.3] that there are examples of nonunital CP-semigroups over N 3 that have no strong dilation (acting on a type I factor). To prove the existence of a Markov semigroup over N 3 that has no dilation, we will show that every (nonunital) CPsemigroup T has a unitalization T , such that every dilation of T gives rise to a strong dilation of T . The unitalization of any CP-semigroup that has no strong dilation will therefore be a Markov semigroup that has no dilation. Proposition 2.1. Let T = {T s } s∈S be a CP-semigroup acting on B(H). Then the family T = { T s } s∈S of linear operators acting on B(H ⊕ C) given by T 0 = id and
is a semigroup of unital CP-maps such that for all b ∈ B(H) and s ∈ S (2.1)
Proof. Straightforward verification.
The reader may want to compare this unitalization procedure to the one used in [6, Section 8] . The advantages of this unitalization are: 1) B(H) is a full corner of the algebra on which T acts, and 2) T acts on a type I factor. The disadvantage is that T is not continuous at s = 0, even when T is, so that this unitalization will not be useful for continuous semigroups. Theorem 2.2. Let T be a CP-semigroup acting on B(H), and let T be the unitalization given by Proposition 2.1. If T has a dilation acting on B, then T has a strong dilation acting on a corner of B.
Proof. Denote by (p, K, B,θ) the strong dilation of T . Since B(H ⊕ C) is embedded as p B p in B, we have the identification p = 1 B(H⊕C) . Write 1 for 1 B . We define a strong dilation (p, K, B, θ) for T as follows. First, in B(H ⊕ C) ⊆ B, define
Writing 1 B for the identity of B, we have that 1 B = 1 − q and B = 1 B B1 B . We claim that B is invariant forθ. To see this, note first thatθ
It follows that for every b = 1 B b1 B ∈ B,
That proves the claim that B is invariant forθ. Now we may define an E-semigroup θ acting on B by θ s =θ s B . It remains to show that (p, K, B, θ) is a strong dilation of T . To that end, we first show that p ∈ B is coinvariant for θ, that is, that for all s ∈ S,
becausep is coinvariant forθ (that is,θ s (1 −p) ≤ 1 −p for all s ∈ S. This follows directly from the dilation condition:pθ s (1 −p)p = T s (p(1 −p)p) = 0). This establishes (2.2). Now we can show that θ is a strong dilation for T . First note that (2.2) implies that for every b ∈ B,
thus pθ s (b)p = pθ s (pb)p. Taking adjoints and using pb instead of b we get
Before completing the proof of Theorem 1.5 we need to make the following preparations. The following lemma is stated in greater generality than we need, because it is interesting. Lemma 2.3. Let T be a CP-semigroup on A, and let (p, K, B, θ) be a dilation. Then (p, K, B, θ) is minimal if and only if
(1) B is the W * -algebra generated by ∪ s∈S θ s (A); and Proof. The proof is standard (see [12, Proposition 6.8] or [1, pp. 292-293] ) and is included for completeness.
By Lemma 2.3 we have
Now let q ∈ B ′ . Then qp = pq = pqp is a projection in B(H) that commutes with B(H), thus either qp = 0 or qp = p = I H . If qp = 0, then
Completion of the proof of Theorem 1.5. Let T be a CP-semigroup over N 3 acting on B(H) that has no strong dilation acting on a type I factor. Two such examples were constructed in [14, Section 5.3] . The example in [14, Theorem 5.14] acts on a B(H) with dim H = 5. Let T be the unitalization of T given by Proposition 2.1 (so T acts on B( H) with dim H = 6). We claim that T has no minimal dilation, and in fact no dilation on a type I factor whatsoever.
We first show that T has no dilation acting on a type I factor. Assume to the contrary that T has a dilation (p, K, B( K),θ). By Theorem 2.2, this implies that T has a strong dilation acting on some corner of B( K) -therefore a type I factor. This contradicts the choice of T .
Finally, to see that T has no minimal dilation, we use Lemma 2.4, which tells us that if (p, K, B,θ) is a minimal dilation of T , then B = B( K). By the previous paragraph, this is impossible.
Open problems
There are several interesting questions that are left open:
(1) The counter example we gave acts on B(H) with dim H = 6. What is the smallest dimension of H such for which such a counter example can be found? (2) We did not exclude the possibility that every three-tuple of commuting, unital CP maps has a strong dilation, if one also allows for non-minimal dilations and arbitrary dilating von Neumann algebras. Is there a three tuple of CP maps that has no dilation whatsoever? (3) What conditions guarantee the existence of a (strong) dilation for a Markov or a CP-semigroup?
A better understanding of these problems will involve subproduct systems. We plan to treat some of these problems in the future.
